
OPEN RABBIT
BOB/BOSB Placing Last Name First Name Exh # Entry # sex class
or VARIETY
 Britanania Petite - 2 Entries

BOSB, BOV 1 Brundage Stephanie 83 OR-1 WICKEDSHARP B SR This buck has great type, I do wish 
his ears where a little rounder at 
the tips. Really nice eye, and great 
head. He starts well at the 
shoulders and round well to the 
table. His colors seems to either be 
sun burnt or he is a seal. So fair 
color.

BOB,BOV 1 Brundage Stephanie 83 OR-2 IMPOSTERSHADY D SR This doe is a very typey doe, she 
has a good head and ear. She 
starts well at the shoulders and has 
a smooth transition from loin to 
hindquarters. She has great color 
and well finished.

California - 1 Entry

BOB 1 Zeni Jane 88 OR-1 SPIKE D Intermediate This rabbit has a good head and 
ear, she has a good start to the 
shoulder, but then peaks too far 
forward in the center of her back 
and the slopes off in her 
hindquarters. I would like to see a 
wider loin to balance with the depth 
the rabbit has.

Havana  - 14 Entries
Black

1 Moran Dee 85 OR-2 LVRBLACKLASH B SR could use a little more fullness over 
the hindquarters, tad longer in coat 
making it look to be a bit courser as 
well

bov 1 Spier Julie 86 OR-5 JS The Rock B JR he's a cute very nice typed animal, 
could still use a little more depth 
and just a little fuller at the loin, 
nice finish and color



Bosv 1 Hinrichs Annette 84 OR-1 OHABLTY 4 D SR She has a dip in her shoulders she 
also peaks too far forward slopes 
pff and hallow out at her loin. Nice 
finish

Blue
1 Hinrichs Annette 84 OR-3 BKAL3J5262 D SR she has a decent start to her 

shoulders but then peaks too far 
forward making her hollow and 
slopes off her hindquarters, a little 
light in her color as well.

bov 1 Spier Julie 86 OR-4 JS130 D JR she could use a little more depth to 
balance with her width, great color 
and nice finish

Broken
3 Hinrichs Annette 84 OR-4 OHARLTY5 B SR He's a bit longer, and dips in his 

shoulders, peaks in the center of 
his back making him slope off his 
hindquarters, looks to be thin in 
density, good color nice finish

2 Hinrichs Annette 84 OR-6 BCARJ5241 B SR he has a good start to the 
shoulders but peaks in the center 
of his back as well, a bit longer in 
type. Has good color and finish

bov, bob 1 Moran Dee 85 OR-5 HB1 B SR he's a short typey buck still could 
use more width to balance with the 
depth. Nice color and good finish

1 Spier Julie 86 OR-1 JS127 B JR he's a bit longer in type, narrow in 
the loin, has scattered whites 
through out his coat, making him 
look to have a bit coarser coat as 
well

2 Moran Dee 85 OR-3 HS2 D SR she looks to be a bit past her 
prime, she hallow at loin and looks 
to be a bit rough in condition. She 
does have great chocolate color

Bosv 1 Hinrichs Annette 84 OR-2 OHARLTY2 D SR she's a bigger type doe, peaks in 
the center of her back, hollows out 
over loin. Looks to be pushing max 
weight as well



Chocolate
bov, bosb 1 Spier Julie 86 OR-2 JS110 D JR she a short doe, needs more depth 

to balance with the width, a little 
light in her color

Lilac
2 Hinrichs Annette 84 OR-5 BCAIJ227 B SR cant tell much type on the rabbit, 

he looks to have agood start to the 
shoulder but then slopes off, a bit 
dark in color as well

bov 1 Moran Julie 85 OR-4 HL1 B SR typed rabbit, chops off his 
hindquarters, has great ccolor and 
nice finish

1 Spier Julie 86 OR-3 JS129 D JR She's a bit longer in type, peaks 
too far forward then slopes off her 
hindqauters, she seems to be a bit 
too dark for a lilac has nice finish

Mini Lop - 1 Entry
Solid

bov, bob 1 Moran Julie 85 OR-1 PR11 B SR hes really refine in bone for a sr 
buck id like to more mass as well, 
has a small head as well, hallow 
loin, nice color and finish

New Zealand - 4 Entries
Broken

bosv 1 Zeni Jane 88 OR-4 X B SR hes a bit long and flat in type needs 
more depth to balance, dull and 
stained in color

2 Zeni Jane 88 OR-2 13 D SR a bit refine in bone, I'd like to see 
more mass for a sr doe and a meat 
animal, shes also a bit longer in 
type, peaks too far forward very 
angular in typy as well

bov, bob 1 Zeni Jane 88 OR-3 14 D SR looks to be a big doe, nice bone, 
she does have a late start in her 
shoulders, does carry the highpoint 
more correctly, do wish she was a 
deeper doe.



Red
bov, bosb Zeni Jane 88 OR-5 27 D JR he's a bit narrow in his shoulders I 

would like to see him a bit wider to 
balance with the depth of body, 
nice red color

Rex - 6 Entries
Black

bov 1 Wright Stefani 87 OR-6 BKSW868 D SR she's a bit longer in type, slight dip 
in the shoulders, she's super dense 
and nicely finished

Blue
2 Wright Stefani 87 OR-4 BLSW816 D SR shes a nicely typed doe, i still 

would like to see her a. it deeper to 
balance with her width. shes a bit 
lose in flesh and stained through 
out

bov, bob 1 Wright Stefani 87 OR-5 BLSW872 D SR this doe is very pretty from the 
profile look but from behind she 
looks to be narro at the loin, she 
has great depth just needs width to 
balance, shes dense and nice 
finish. 

Broken
2 Wright Stefani 87 OR-1 SW833 B SR he's a bit flatter in type, has a late 

start in his shoulders, and hollow 
loin, lacking density, nice finish

bosv, bosb 1 Wright Stefani 87 OR-2 SW837 B SR has a nice start to his shoulder nice 
depth, looks to be a thin in density 
and stained through out

bov 1 Wright Stefani 87 OR-3 SW862 D SR she's a nice typed doe, just a bit 
loose in flesh, good density and 
nice color

BEST IN SHOW
petite Brundage Stephanie 83 OR-2 IMPOSTERSHADY Black Otter SR Doe

RESERVE IN SHOW
REX Wright Stefani 87 OR-5 BLSW872 Blue SR Doe


